TYCA Conferences—Sybil Priebe, Editor of “TYCA to You”

Admittedly, I had not been to a TYCA conference in a few years. The sweet Midwest bunch I hold dear did excuse my absence after my fifth apology and student-like reasons. As much as I detest flying, I knew I had to get my butt to St. Louis this time around. Luckily, I had the funding (even as North Dakota—like many other states—was asking for 85–90% budgets from higher ed for the next biennium) to accompany my consistent excitement and motivation for anything TYCA. To show rather than tell you of my experience, I give you the post I sent into our *Midwest Messenger* editor Jen Richrath:

Therefore, maybe there’s a reason I leave TYCA-MW last, when I do attend. Maybe I am meant to be the non-elected, unofficial refector of the event. Maybe I have become that person because I travel the farthest, typically, to TYCA-MW, being the North Dakota rep and all. Maybe it is because I love to write journal entries about my life anyhow. No matter the reason, here’s my Ode to TYCA (post Midwest conference in St. Louis, 2016).

**Ode to TYCA**

To the nerdy family that exists within TYCA-MW, who welcomed me with open arms in 2009 at the Madison, WI, conference.

To the long-lost “sisters” I’ve found in Jen Richrath, Mary Gruis, Kathy Steffens, Sara Jones, Carrie Finn, Connie Miller, and Michelle Byrne.

To the long-lost “brothers” I’ve found in Rich Peraud, Paul Resnick, Alan Hutchinson, and Brian Harrell.

To the conversations I’ve had with anyone at a TYCA-MW who listened and possibly reframed advice I’d already gotten from my favorite colleagues back home.

To the ideas that congregate collectively in our minds when we are all together, and how they come out of us in articulate, silly, or blasphemous ways.
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To the laughter that pours from liquor-lined mouths when we tell stories about past TYCA’s, about students, and about ourselves.
To the joy I feel when I am around people who are like-minded, yet come in all shapes and colors and backgrounds.
To the happy exhaustion after the conference, trying to figure out what the hell to try in class—what ideas will work in 3 days, 3 weeks, 3 months, or maybe in 3 years?
To the nerd love.
To the cocktails, and toasts to those who’ve come before us and reminded us to remain true to who we are: teachers of writing and lovers of thinking.
To the “small, practical, hands-on conference,” this is and will continue to be (Byrne).

TYCA-West Report from Stephanie Maenhardt

It has been a busy year for the TYCA-West region. October found us meeting together for our annual regional conference on the Charleston Campus of the College of Southern Nevada in Las Vegas, NV. Centered on the theme of “Social Action and Engagement in the English Classroom,” the conference was a robust collaboration of presenters, topics, and ideas, ranging from workshops and roundtable discussions to discussions of innovations in pedagogies, texts, and assignments, all focused on helping both our students and ourselves participate in social action and engagement in our classrooms and outside of them. In her address, keynote speaker Linda Adler-Kassner, Chair for CCCC 2017 and Past Associate Chair for CCCC 2016, focused on the importance of threshold concepts and how they can be vehicles for change and movement.

Program Chair Liz Larakers perfectly summed up the focus and intent of TYCA-West’s 2016 conference by noting, “When we frame information with an eye to current events, when we deliberately ‘edutain’ with popular culture, when we discuss or write about politics and social trends, and when we guide critical thinking on current problems and offer reasoned solutions, we are creating opportunities for engagement and interaction with the world.” Liz finished her note to conference attendees by inviting everyone to join with colleagues to see how we are, in own and varied ways, following the admonition of Plutarch to not just fill a vessel when we teach, but to light a fire. This is exactly what happened at the conference, and presenters and attendees alike left the sessions with many new, engaging, and thought-provoking ideas to carry forward into the next semester’s teaching.

These exciting and active proceedings culminated in the recent postconference election of several new members to the TYCA-West REC. We are pleased to have Justin Jory, Lisa Packer, and Nathan Cole joining our REC as the Chair, Secretary, and Associate Webtender for TYCA-West. They will work together with other members of the REC as we look ahead to our 2017 conference on October 13–14 at Glendale Community College in Glendale, AZ. The conference theme
TYCA-Midwest Report from Suzanne Labadie

TYCA Midwest members were inspired to “Get off [Their] Apathy” at this year’s conference, held in St. Louis, MO. Hosted by a committee of faculty from Southwestern Illinois College, under the leadership of Chantay White-Williams, the conference featured local talent in its keynote sessions, including poet Treasure Williams and Professor Stefan Bradley of St. Louis University. These two voices connected us with the recent racial tension brought forth by the Ferguson, MO, shooting, and explored the work of Fannie Lou Hamer in the civil rights movement. St. Louis is a perfect place to consider our country’s racial history, situated as it is between the north and the south, and these talks and the subsequent discussions attendees enjoyed could not have been more timely.

Below are a few reflections from attendees on their experience at this year’s meetings:

• “The keynote speaker at the TYCA Midwest conference, Stefan Bradley, spoke about working with his students during the Ferguson uprising. He talked about how he didn’t consider himself a protester, or someone who would be in a march, but he got a call at night from his students who were protesting and in danger. He had to go. He had to respond to and support his students. His description of that night and the lessons he learned from it were powerful; he reaffirmed the need for what we do, for teaching about language. What stays with me more, though, is that his students called him. In the middle of the night. He was the person they turned to. He was the one they counted on. The students knew they had someone. That was not meant to be the focus of his talk, but certainly that’s where real teaching begins: Students knowing you are committed to their hopes and dreams and the actions they have to take to see those dreams manifest.” Michelle Byrne, Chair, TYCA-Midwest

• “I appreciated hearing how other colleges across our region are dealing with developmental offerings . . . getting creative with the way we teach/offer developmental reading and writing. It reaffirmed that my college is moving in the same direction as many of our peers around the nation.” Mart Gruis, Ridgewater College, Minnesota

• “One highlight was the Lifetime Achievement Award for Larry McDoniel. He truly loved TYCA and gave many years to our organization. The other highlight was the keynote speaker talking about the Ferguson protests and
how he handled his students and his own responses to the unrest. As usual, the camaraderie and fellowship with each other was amazing.” Paul Resnick, Illinois Central College

Attendees are always appreciative of the opportunity to recharge, refresh their teaching, and connect with other faculty. This year, sessions featured many opportunities to do just that—from round-table discussions on developmental writing, to presentations that featured personal practices for staying plugged in, to hands-on presentations on increasing engagement in online and face-to-face classes. TYCA-Midwest will continue to come together in this way and support its membership. We are excited to meet again next fall in St. Paul, MN, where we’ll explore the theme of “Cultivating Curiosity.”

Suzanne Labadie may be reached at smlabadie@oaklandcc.edu.

TYCA-Southeast Report from Susan Slavicz

The TYCA-SE conference is always held in the spring, so these are the highlights from our 2016 spring conference, “Intentional Teaching Turns the World,” held in Knoxville, TN, home of the 1982 World’s Fair, February 24–27.

Silas House, the NEH chair of Appalachian Literature at Berea College and a member of the fiction faculty at Spalding University’s MFA Creative Writing program, presented a program describing how experiences in Appalachia and his own teachers affected his writing. The author of five novels and Something’s Rising, a 2009 nonfiction piece, House entertained the audience while noting the effects of poverty and the public’s opinions of Appalachian culture. Arthur Golden, the author of Memoirs of a Geisha, was our Friday luncheon speaker. His description of the process of writing the novel highlighted the structural nature of that process. He encouraged English teachers to examine how details in literature serve a practical purpose in the narrative.

The presentations at the conference this year were especially good. In particular, people were talking about linking the visual with the written and engaging students in deeper levels of the text. A presentation linking a discussion of Picasso’s Guernica to Elie Wiesel’s Night demonstrated a great method for getting students to think about using concrete, specific details in their writing. Another presenter shared her unit on Death of a Salesman, which she begins—I kid you not—with a discussion of refrigerators!

Representatives from Chattanooga Community College described a series of chautauquas. These are lectures by various instructors at the university on their “pet” subjects—not necessarily related to their classrooms. We do some of this as part of the authors’ series, and we did something similar last year at our writers’ mini-conference. I thought that the name chautauqua was interesting and the way they organize the programs was different. Instructors volunteer, and they lecture...
on a particular interest. They have five of these scheduled this year, and the sixth one will be a presentation by their guest author—Ron Rash, the author of *Serena*.

As usual, our Southeast conference not only challenged us intellectually but also entertained us. The Southeast is known both for the richness of its conferences and for its parties. The local arrangements committee put on a great dinner party at the Sunsphere, a building constructed for the World’s Fair.

*Susan Slavicz may be reached at sslavicz@fscj.edu.*

**TYCA-Northeast Report from Leigh Jonaitis**

For the first time in 23 years, TYCA-Northeast held its annual conference in Connecticut. “Making Connections: Creative Collaboration for Critical Literacy” took place in Hartford on October 13-15, 2016. Attendees experienced a full three days of invigorating sessions. Keynote speakers included Susan Miller-Cochran and novelist Amy Bloom, as well as National TYCA Chair Eva Payne, who delivered a powerful talk on the state of two-year colleges in our present moment and its impact on faculty and students. In addition to the usual breakout sessions, and for the first time at TYCA-NE, organizers also offered two poster sessions as a way to accommodate as many proposals as possible.

In addition to highlighting over 160 presenters, the local offerings for the conference were rich and varied. Musician and writer Patti Smith spoke at the nearby Mark Twain House and Museum on Thursday night, and a pedagogically focused walking tour of downtown Hartford was offered as a preconference option. Attendees could also select from the other events planned by the local arrangements committee: ghost tours that departed the Mark Twain house on Friday, the Harriet Beecher Stowe Center, and the Wadsworth Atheneum. Local productions of *The Piano Lesson* and *Relativity* starring Richard Dreyfus were also options for attendees.

With over 220 registrants, the conference was undoubtedly a success. Many thanks to conference organizers Liz Keefe (Program Chair), Daniela Ragusa (Local Arrangements Chair), and Susan Monroe (Registration Chair), all of whom will now continue to serve in elected or appointed positions on the Regional Executive Committee of TYCA-Northeast.

TYCA-Northeast’s next conference will be held in Delaware for the first time in its 51-year history. TYCA-NE 2017, aptly named “In the Middle of It All: Moving English from the Margins of Higher Education,” will take place October 26–28 in Wilmington, DE. Proposals will be due June 1.

*Leigh Jonaitis may be reached at ljonaitis@bergen.edu.*
TYCA-Pacific Coast Report from Sravani Banerjee

TYCA Pacific Coast did not host a regional conference in fall 2016. The representative submitted the following report on Assessment and Placement Changes at California’s Community Colleges.

Major changes are taking place in the assessment and placement of students at the California community colleges. At Evergreen Valley College (EVC), our Assessment Task Force is charged with implementing major changes in the way EVC assesses incoming students and places them in English, reading, ESL, and math courses. Use of cumulative high school GPA for placement began in October 2016. The new statewide Common Assessment exams will come online later during 2017. The Assessment Task Force is committed to bringing about research-based changes to the implementation of multiple assessment measures.

Evergreen Valley College has become a member of the Multiple Measures Assessment Project (MMAP), a California consortium of forty community colleges, and growing. Building on the pioneering work begun at Long Beach City College in 2011, the MMAP has developed a set of decision rules using students’ cumulative high school grade point average (HS GPA). These rules, or cut scores, will help place new students into English, reading, ESL, and math courses. They are called decision rules because the methodology is empirical, based on careful statistical analysis of the HS GPA of nearly 400,000 students taking community college classes.

Within two years, all California community colleges will be using the new Common Assessment exams. Along with the use of HS GPA, the new assessment exams will correct a documented underplacement of students that has gone on for many years using the soon-to-be-defunct Compass exam. The new exams have content validity. The competencies that the exam questions measure have been mapped by EVC faculty to EVC courses. HS GPA cut scores are based on a 70% passing rate for each course.

Many of our colleagues have doubts about the rigor of high schools and the utility of grades that students receive there. However, results from a retrospective analysis of EVC students show that the mean HS GPA of these students was 2.44, while the statewide mean was 2.38, a negligible difference. The standard deviation for EVC students was .76, while statewide it was .79. The data analysis confirms that there is no more (and no less) high school grade inflation among EVC students than there is at community colleges around the state. EVC is now in a position to use existing statewide validation studies of HS GPA as an assessment tool.

Belfield & Crosta’s 2012 study reported, “Alone, HS GPA was a better predictor of college performance than all other measures put together.” For that reason, colleges and universities are making SAT scores optional and using HS GPA instead for admission purposes. When we stop to think about it, which would we think is better: a two-hour test or four years of school classes and grades? One additional advantage of HS GPA is that it measures so-called noncognitive variables as well.
According to the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, high proportions of students start out at a remedial level of math and English, with one out of every three students in the California community colleges enrolling in a basic skills course. Only time and research will show how successful the new Multiple Measures Assessment Project will be in placing students at the appropriate levels of math and English.

Sravani Banerjee may be reached at sravani.banerjee@evc.edu.

TYCA-Pacific Northwest Report from Teresa Thonney

On October 21–22, 2016, TYCA-PNW joined with the Pacific Northwest Writing Centers Association for their sixth consecutive joint conference, held at Oregon State University in Corvallis. Conference chairs Dennis Bennett and Michelle Marie, from Oregon State University, along with members of the planning committee, hosted the conference, attended by more than 120 composition instructors, writing center directors, and tutors.

The keynote address was delivered by Tim Jensen, director of writing, School of Writing, Literature and Film at Oregon State University. The title of his address, “Beyond Good Intentions and toward the How of Habit,” alludes to Nancy Grimm’s call (in Good Intentions: Writing Center Work for Postmodern Times) for “relentless reflection” about our practices in classrooms and writing centers. Rather than making curriculum decisions based solely on tradition and assumptions about what our students need, Jensen suggests we listen—with curiosity and empathy—to what students have to say.

At Oregon State University, they have been doing just that, by soliciting feedback from first-year writing students about where they think writing is most important: in college, in career, in personal relationships, or for mental health and wellness. The more than 7,000 students who have responded so far have ranked college first, career second, mental health and wellness third, and personal relationships fourth. Comments reveal that students understand the value of writing—not just for their jobs or in college but for mental health and stress relief. Overwhelmingly, students believe their writing will improve over the course of the term and recognize that what they need to do to improve their writing is to write more and start writing earlier. Jensen challenges us to learn what good intentions our students bring to our classes and to motivate students by meeting them where they are.

The conference featured a program of 22 sessions, many of which also challenged our assumptions and good intentions. Many sessions focused on classroom issues, including recognizing the reasons for plagiarism, using technology in the classroom, responding to students who disclose drug or alcohol addiction, challenging students to consider other worldviews, and engaging students with social justice.

Other sessions focused on writing centers, including training tutors to work with students from diverse language, cultural, and social class backgrounds; with
students with learning challenges; and with English language learners. Still other sessions focused on larger campus concerns, including Common Core, program reform, and student activism.

Another highlight of the conference was the luncheon awards ceremony, where Jeffrey Klausman received the Lisa Ede Excellence in Teaching Award, given each year to recognize innovation and creativity in the teaching of English. Klausman was honored for his contributions to the field of two-year college teaching, in general, for his decades of service and leadership at Whatcom Community College, and for his work within TYCA and CCCC.

_Teresa Thonney may be reached at tthonney@columbiabasin.edu._

**TYCA-Southwest Report from Erin O’Neill Armendarez**

TYCA-Southwest members convened October 27–29, 2016, in the Drury Plaza Hotel in San Antonio, TX. The conference theme was “Educating Lives: Sharing Our Culture and Heritage.” From the opening reception on Thursday evening to the eight available breakout sessions, participants had many opportunities to meet members from other campuses around the region and to discuss a wide range of teaching-related topics. In particular, several sessions featured innovative ways to include student reflection on and experience with culture and heritage into classroom conversations, activities, and assignments.

The conference opened on Thursday evening with TYCA-SW’s traditional welcome reception followed by literary readings and performances from conference participants. After the business meeting and Friday morning breakout sessions, registrants attended a luncheon where Cheryl Hogue Smith, TYCA Secretary and professor of English at Kingsborough Community College (CUNY), gave a brief update on trends and issues common to all regional affiliates. Immediately after, featured speaker Dr. Enrique Alemán Jr. from the University of Texas at San Antonio delivered a thought-provoking keynote presentation on a famous school discrimination court case, _Hernandez et al. v. Driscoll CISD_. Dr. Alemán’s own mother had been one of eight children to testify in the case, and in his keynote address Dr. Alemán blended family memoir with research to enlighten participants on the relationships between race and educational inequity. After the luncheon, Friday breakout sessions extended to early evening.

On Saturday morning, breakouts resumed at 9:00 a.m. Duane Roen, professor of writing at Arizona State University, delivered the featured luncheon presentation on researching and preserving his own family’s history and on engaging students with assignments and activities related to personal, familial, and communal records and lore. After Professor Roen spoke, fortunate attendees received signed copies of the third edition of _The McGraw-Hill Guide: Writing for College, Writing for Life_ (Roen, Glau, and Maid).
During the conference, around 30 presenters shared teaching strategies, assignments, and activities on a broad range of topics, everything from the mundane comma to Native American pedagogy to translingual practices in writing classrooms. In addition, several publishers displayed new books and products and generously offered snacks, sample books, catalogs, and conference bags to conference goers.

All were encouraged to attend TYCA-SW’s 2017 conference, which is scheduled to take place October 19–21, 2017, in Loveland, CO. Cochairs Erin Beaver (Colorado Mountain College) and Rebecca Sailor (Aims Community College) were introduced, and the theme of the conference, “Convergence,” was described in the handy save-the-date bookmarks they distributed along with postcards displaying scenic Colorado landscapes.

As the TYCA-SW 2016 fall conference adjourned, the autumn weather was ideal for wandering the colorful San Antonio riverwalk and for outdoor meetings with colleagues, where in-depth discussions on conference topics could be continued at a variety of local coffee shops, restaurants, and historical sites. Participants left with fresh ideas and hopes of reconvening in 2017 for further collegial exchange. Erin O’Neill Armendarez may be reached at eoneill@nmsu.edu.
HAVE YOU READ THE LATEST BOOKS IN THE STUDIES IN WRITING AND RHETORIC SERIES?

Public Pedagogy in Composition Studies, Ashley J. Holmes
The Desire for Literacy: Writing in the Lives of Adult Learners, Lauren Rosenberg
From Boys to Men: Rhetorics of Emergent American Masculinity, Leigh Ann Jones
Assembling Composition, edited by Kathleen Blake Yancey and Stephen J. McElroy

All SWR books are $34.00 for NCTE/CCCC members and $36.00 for nonmembers. eBooks are $30.00 for members and $32.00 for nonmembers.
Words matter, and our ability to use them to express ourselves is a unique quality of being human.

NCTE has a new website dedicated to the importance of writing. WhyIWrite.us is a showcase for stories that illustrate why people from all walks of life put words to paper or screen.

To complement this effort, we’ve launched a podcast series featuring interviews with writers, authors, bloggers, graphic novelists, songwriters, and more who share their unique perspectives on the power of the written word.

We would love to hear about why YOU write. Please share your story with us at http://whyiwrite.us/.

LISTEN and SUBSCRIBE to the Why I Write podcast available at podcast.ncte.org.
NEW WAYS OF THINKING ABOUT TECHNOLOGY AND ONLINE LEARNING

Mobile Technologies and the Writing Classroom: Resources for Teachers
Edited by Claire Lutkewitte

In this collection, Claire Lutkewitte and her contributors explore both writing for and about mobile technologies and writing with mobile technologies. Coming at a time when instructors are pressured to be professionally innovative but are rarely provided ideal circumstances in which to do so, this book offers (1) a starting point for instructors who haven’t yet used mobile technologies in the classroom, (2) fresh ideas to those who have and proof that they are not alone, and (3) a call of reassurance that we can do more with less.

$26.95 for NCTE/CCCC members, $35.95 for nonmembers.
eBooks: $23.95 for members, $31.95 for nonmembers.
http://bit.ly/MobileTechnologies

Making Hybrids Work: An Institutional Framework for Blending Online and Face-to-Face Instruction in Higher Education
By Joanna N. Paull and Jason Allen Snart

This book provides a resource for institutions of higher education to grow and sustain quality hybrid curricula, outlining an institutional framework by focusing on defining and advertising hybrids; developing, supporting, and assessing hybrid programs; and training faculty. To examine the reality rather than the hype of a hybrid curriculum, authors Joanna N. Paull and Jason Allen Snart look at several existing hybrid courses in a variety of disciplines, as well as explore the possibilities and limitations of teaching with technology.

$26.95 for NCTE/CCCC members, $35.95 for nonmembers.
eBooks: $23.95 for members, $31.95 for nonmembers.
Approaches to Teaching the Works of Anton Chekhov

Edited by Michael C. Finke and Michael Holquist

“This volume brings together masterful teachers of literature who share expertise in how to read Chekhov’s work. [...] A fascinating and instructive project which is both thought-provoking and pragmatic.”

—Angela Brintlinger
Ohio State University

Chekhov’s works are unflinching in the face of human frailty. Written in Russia at the end of the nineteenth century, when the country began to move fitfully toward industrialization and grappled with the influence of Western liberalism even as it remained an autocracy, Chekhov’s plays and stories continue to influence contemporary writers.

Available now
238 pp. • 6 x 9
Cloth • $40.00
978-1-60329-267-2
Paper • $24.00
978-1-60329-268-9

E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes and Noble.

Join the MLA today and receive 30% off the list price.
“This is the most succinct and sensible revision to MLA documentation style in my long career.”
—Andrea A. Lunsford, Stanford University

Teach Students How to Master MLA Style.

*MLA Handbook,* 8th ed.

Shorter and redesigned for writers at all levels, this groundbreaking new edition of the *MLA Handbook* recommends one universal set of guidelines, which writers can apply to any type of source.

The new *MLA Handbook* contains

- Visual aids
- Lots of examples
- Expert tips
- Classroom tools

Discover Free Teaching Resources Online.

[style.mla.org](http://style.mla.org)

Free teaching resources are now available at the only authoritative Web site on MLA style, *The MLA Style Center.* A companion to the *MLA Handbook,* the *Style Center* requires no fee, registration, or site license and provides access to

- Guidelines on formatting research papers
- Ask the MLA
- Sample research papers
- Writing tips
- Lesson plans

[style.mla.org](http://style.mla.org) • [www.mla.org](http://www.mla.org)
Because strong readers make better writers

Argument made accessible

Connect academic and community writing

Focus on fascinating topics

Practical Argument
Third Edition
Kirszen/Mandell

Writing Communities
Parks

Bedford Spotlight Readers
New Volumes:
Bauer, Food Matters,
Second Edition
Boyle, The Rhetoric of Humor

Support for developing writers

Inspiring success in college writing and beyond

Where good reading meets good writing

Integrated reading and writing with a process that builds confidence

The first modes-based reader to truly integrate reading and writing

Focus on Writing
Fourth Edition
Kirszen/Mandell

Intersections
Isaacs/Keohane

Read, Write, Connect
Second Edition
Green/Lawlor

Reflections
Second Edition
McWhorter

macmillanlearning.com/TETYCMarch17